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1. Background of research
The brain compares the planned movement with the executed one and utilizes this information to modify the
motor command of the subsequent movements. Such automatic ability for motor learning is a foundation for the
movement control for our daily lives and cultural activities such as the execution of our sophisticated movement,
the adaptation to a wide variety of environments, the manipulation of musical instruments and tools and so on.
However, the concrete mechanisms of the motor learning has not been fully elucidated.

2. Research objectives
We create novel physical/visual environments using robotics combined with virtual reality(VR) system in which
human subjects perform various movements like reaching, standing, and walking. By measuring changes in
behavior and brain activity accompanying with the adaptation process to the environment, we aim to clarify how
the motor system integrates multiple sensory information that is ceaselessly sent from body parts and how it
uses the information to correct the motor command of the subsequent movements.

3. Research characteristics (incl. originality and creativity)
We try to understand the mechanisms of how the motor system learns to control our complicated yet
sophisticated body movements by taking multidisciplinary approaches such as psychophysical experiments
using robotics/VR systems, noninvasive evaluation of brain activity using fMRI as well as brain stimulation
techniques, and computational modeling.

4. Anticipated effects and future applications of research
Scientific understanding of the mechanisms of motor learning is potentially applicable to development of
practical methods and strategies for motor control and motor learning. The examples are optimal strategies for
motor skill acquisition and rehabilitation, evaluation methods for motor function accompanying with aging and
physical development, the methods to avoid human error and slump and so on.
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